
UFE TRANSMISSION
We have intercepted a secure cipher from a Jerry camp near the French border. 
The decrypted and translated message proves that we should be monitoring their 
activities.

As you can see, the Germans have been busy. We anticipate they will use Paris 
as a forward base, in preparation for their invasion of the UK, using this latest 
technology.

We must gain further intelligence before it is too late. We implore you to 
assemble at your local airfield and arrange transportation to the French capital.

Intelligence suggests that Fritz will be performing a demonstration of the 
machine known as CASSilo at grid reference 3G087 from 17 to 19 of November 
2009.

No men died whilst obtaining this information however Corporal Schooley is 
suffering from head wounds.

The additional machines we expect them to transport are listed below. You 
should expect little to no resistance to your efforts to inspect them.

Good luck and God speed.

Germans Resume Attack on Handwork 

CASSilo - Early blueprints suggest that this new CASSilo machine can adapt to 
new requirements in minutes. Some call it the ultimate multi purpose device. 
We should expect to see it on our shores imminently, some unconfirmed 
sightings on the south coast have already been reported.

This CASSilo is the latest card mailing system which runs at a speed of up to 
3000 cards/h. It has been designed to fill a gap between the solid, high range 
products for high volumes and the smaller, less robust, lower volume card 
affixing systems. The CASSilo is the reliable 24/7 answer for card mailing 
requirements: Flexible, modular, easy to operate and the perfect solution for 
small batch handling with unrivalled value for money.

Steal a march on Jerry - view the CASSilo without delay!

CISS - a Card Inspection and Sorting System for many different applications. 
Jerry is trying to bluff the British by exhibiting a GSM application! The machine 
will be reading a chip and thermal printing the PIN and/or the ICC ID number. 
Don't be fooled! This extraordinary machine is also:
- a sorting system to reorder cards from different card trays. 
- a quality and inspection system to monitor quality, conformity with drafts 
(picture and text files) and processing errors. 
- a counting system, to stack a certain amount of cards in different trays. 
- a testing system, to compare and verify personalised data. 
- a personalisation system, to encode cards with certain information.

Künnecke's specially designed thermal printing head achieves a throughput of 
more than 6,000 cards / hour with a saving of up to 80% on consumables 



compared to traditional technology.

CISS - Quality Inspection. This small CISS configuration will be verifying a 
logo or photo against an input file. Perfect for identifying spies!

Enigma v2

As you may know, up until recently intercepting Jerry's mail was one of our most 
successful methods of anticipating his next move. Lately, he has been using 
tamper proof mailings - we must find a way of accessing the contents without 
leaving evidence. Künnecke manufactures a range of PIN Handling Systems 
which can be configured for UK customers to generate these high secure letters
in a British format.

Additional Mission - Infiltrate the Party!

It is expected that Künnecke will celebrate conquering Paris with a party at grid 
location 3G087 on Wednesday 18 November at 18.00 hours. In order not to 
blow your cover, you must drink as much beer and eat as many sausages as the 
German revellers. Occupying any available sun loungers is also recommended to 
really blend in. If you have any questions, please call HQ on 01727 899 900.
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